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Abstract: As within the era of globalization, rising economies desires a quicker and a lot of manageable variety
of business activities setup for effective business dealings. E-commerce or electronic commerce have taken root
position altogether present day business opportunities within the world. In E-commerce business transactions,
shopping for and marketing of product area unit done over electronic system or by the web. During this paper, we
have mentioned concerning E-commerce transactions, its varying kinds and categories, its efficiency, and also
the major issue, i.e., security, which can provide the momentum for driving secure E-commerce dealings.
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1. Introduction
E-Commerce may be a means that of electronic transformation and digital science technology in business
transactions to get, convert, and redefine relationships for price creation among the organizations, and between
organizations and people. E-commerce essentially defines shopping for or marketing of product over the web. Ecommerce implies transactions over networks like web and public computer networks. it has an important role in
business organizations in delivering complete and effective product data and services to attain business goal. This
mechanism is wide utilized in organization for simple management of product and services by exploitation net
primarily based applications to implement business operations like supply, payments, inventory management, etc.
and to possess bigger impact on their meant shoppers. It conjointly facilitates the automation of business connected
data, product and services between organizations and persons. Conjointly E-commerce will offer 24*7 business
operations over ancient commerce, whereby it's unacceptable. The protection of knowledge is another necessary
issue within the entire course of e commerce dealing Lifecycle, without it, thieving of essential details is also
happening and any such necessary data is also altered. For a secure E-commerce dealing major parameters are
confidentiality, integrity and handiness along called the CIA (classic InfoSec triad -confidentiality, integrity and
handiness - are interchangeably said within the literature as security attributes, properties, security goals, basic
aspects, data criteria, important data characteristics and basic building blocks) triad. The subsequent are the classes
of E-commerce, that are typically accepted by the community and additional, it must be secured.
1.1. Business-to-Business (B2B): Business-to-Business (B2B) e-commerce is during which businesses’ center of
attention is on marketing to alternative businesses. Internet application follows a B2B style of E-commerce
wherever commercialism of a product is completed to an interim purchaser who then sells the product to the last
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client. As an illustration, a trader/business organization places an arrange from a company's web site and once
obtaining the cargo, sells the product to last client who return to shop for the product at distributor outlet.
1.2. Business-to-Consumer (B2C): This e-commerce is that the most typical variety of E-commerce dealing,
whereby a business tends to sell products/services on to the top individual/group of consumers via an online
interface/website or by victimization alternative transmission network sort of a mobile. As shown within the figure a
client places an order through an internet site of a business, the business reciprocally method the order and provide
product to the client.
1.3. Consumer-to-Consumer (B2C): E-commerce is that the fastest growing kind of E-commerce, here business
organization acts as a intermediary body between purchaser and vendor, whose key role is to supply a platform
(website) to advertise product and interested purchaser might obtain the product from the vendor through direct
mutual communication. As shown within the figure client A advertise product on an internet site, and therefore the
interested purchaser customer B communicates with A from the given data listed on the web site. Finally customer
A sells Product to customer B and receives the payment from B.

2. Benefits and features of e-commerce
E-Commerce offers blessings to business organizations, individuals/groups, i.e., Virtual Marketplace, world
Presence, continuous Operation, Centralized Support, made Product data, and Secure mean of Transactions and Ecofriendly technology. It is not necessary for E-commerce dealing to own physical marketplace, instead an online
based mostly interface may well be used as a virtual marketplace that provides a platform for product show and
business operations. International Presence has been yet one more versatile and necessary advantage of E-commerce
that allows accessibility of a really big selection of product and services nearly anyplace within the world, even
within the remote areas. The feature of worldwide presence features a boosting result within the entire gamut of
international trade that successively cause a succeeding impact within the improvement of an excellent larger level
of worldwide business presence of product and services offered. Hence, this relationship is vice-versa. Technology
driven E-commerce will give automatic continuous business dealing continuous. Around-the-clock business
operation and therefore the feature of worldwide market presence have enabled the humans to exceed the physical
limitation of intraday market operations and extended it into a 24*7 method. A centralized network of any
products/service delivery includes aspects like troubleshooting client complaints, pre-sales services, after-sale
services, domestic and abroad workers management, inventory management and execution of miscellaneous
functions within the course of operations. Varied support tools are within the core a part of E-commerce technology
to supply higher E-business method in an organized structural manner. Class wise elaborate description of
products/services, their usability, convenience and reviews are often displayed in an exceedingly easy method. Online business dealings additionally facilitate secure means that of transaction whereby user’s details, payment
details, request data, MasterCard data are often encrypted that provides a secure and reliable dealing framework. Ecommerce is environmental friendly technology, whereby less paper is used for request and different functions,
thence reducing the carbon footprint of the whole dealing to a big level, thence creating it additional nature-friendly.

3. Problems related to E-commerce dealings
There are many problems that have a profound impact on E-commerce dealings like increased property, as we tend
to had seen within the past decade, web property round the globe had shown large and noticeable growth, that any
being evident for additional person-to-person communication and thus E-commerce finds a chance to proportion its
activities and supply an improved and economical manner of trade. Readying of recent communication technology
like 4G has given a bonus to users and organizations to speak during a lot of quicker manner, so making additional
values amongst them. Another technological advancement may be a secure payment system, which guarantees
Associate in nursing electronic payment system (EPS) to be safer and reliable for payments, so created it trustworthy
for E-commerce users to try and do transactions. New and additional advanced security algorithms are currently put
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in within the network, to make a secure network over the general public web. The interactive graphical interface is
vital a part of E-business, wherever concern tends to form a additional engaging web site to capture an oversized
audience of customers, so increasing their business proceeds and having a rousing growth in business, whereas
creating a simple and easy manner of looking expertise for the client. E-commerce transactions are longer helpful
processed, as compare to ancient commerce; because it permits a lot of quicker business group action. Single
shopping works as a one stop shop wherever an individual will buy varied forms of things in one place and may
build simple transactions additionally, the zoom in trendy electronic devices in current day technology have born to
a good vary of electronic devices and mediums that have created our accessibility to needed product and services
quite simple. Now, the majority forms of product and services are simply obtainable to anyone with simply a click
of a button. Easy and additional acceptable government rules are currently empowering organizations and customers
to try and do trade, and so safeguarding their interests. As per current perspective, organizations follow universal
standards to caterers there service around the globe, by mistreatment common technologies amongst them.

4. Security in E-commerce dealings
Security in E-commerce dealings is extraordinarily distressed matter, among the organizations and individual. As
each parties needs to safeguard their interest from unauthorized access, uses, alteration and destruction. E-commerce
security includes 3 major element information security, network security and privacy of the purchasers. E-commerce
dealings include banking system payment system, which offers reliable group action to occur. a number of the
protection measures are taken in seriously to avoid risks and so creating a whole and economical E-commerce
system. E-commerce mechanism should keep the confidentiality of the information all told the phases of the
dealings. It conjointly makes positive that solely authorize personnel have the privileges to access the information
within the whole dealings, therefore, access management could be a crucial half in associate E - commerce group
action. Another vital security live is that the coding and coding of the information in between the dealings to avoid
the vulnerable attacks from the networks.

5. Conclusion
E-Commerce forms a high integrated new running technique of business affair, like data question, Substance
transmits financial balance and remote management by manner of integration the appliance of computer interlink
age network and medium facility. During this paper, we have given some import issue related to e-Commerce
dealings, and mentioned concerning the various classes of e-commerce. E-Commerce, however still several safety
issues of economic dealings of e-commerce exist, that has to be improved for additional analysis.
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